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Abstract In this paper we study the property of generic global rigidityf o rf r a m e w o r k so fg r a p h s
embedded in d-dimensionalcomplex space and in a d-dimensionalpseudo-Euclideanspace (Rd with
am e t r i co fi n d e ﬁ n i t es i g n a t u r e ) .W es h o wt h a tag r a p hi sg e n e rically globally rigid in Euclidean
space iff it is generically globally rigid in a complex or pseudo-Euclidean space. We also establish
that global rigidity is always a generic property of a graph inc o m p l e xs p a c e ,a n dg i v eas u f ﬁ c i e n t
conditionfor it to be a generic property in a pseudo-Euclidean space. Extensions to hyperbolicspace
are also discussed.
1I n t r o d u c t i o n
The property of generic global rigidity of a graph in d-dimensional Euclidean space has recently
been fully characterized [4,7]. It is quite natural to study this property in other spaces as well. For
example, recent work of Owen and Jackson [8] has studied the number of equivalent realizations of
frameworks in C2.I nt h i sp a p e rw es t u d yt h ep r o p e r t yo fg e n e r i cg l o b a lr i g i d i tyofgraphs embedded
in Cd as well as graphs embedded in a pseudo Euclidean space (Rd equipped with an indeﬁnite
metric signature).
We show that a graph   is generically globallyrigid(GGR) in d-dimensionalEuclidean space iff
  is GGR in d-dimensional complex space. Moreover, for any metric signature, s,W es h o wt h a ta
graph   is GGR in d-dimensional Euclidean space iff   is GGR in d-dimensional real space under
the signature s.C o m b i n i n gt h i sw i t hr e s u l t sf r o m[ 5 ]a l s oa l l o w su st oe q u a t et h i sp r o p e r t yw i t h
generic global rigidityin hyperbolic space.
IntheEuclidean andcomplex cases, globalrigiditycan be shownto be a generic property:a given
graph is either generically globally rigid, or generically globally ﬂexible. In the pseudo Euclidean
(and equivalently the hyperbolic) case, though, we do not know this to be true. In this paper we do
establish that global rigidityin pseudo Euclidean spaces isag e n e r i cp r o p e r t yf o rg r a p h st h a tc o n t a i n
al a r g ee n o u g hG G Rs u b g r a p h( s u c ha sad - s i m p l e x ) .
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2I n i t i a lD e ﬁ n i t i o n s
Deﬁnition 1. We equip Rd with pseudo Euclidean metric in order to measure lengths. Them e t r i c
is speciﬁed with a non negative integer s that determines how many of its coordinate directions are
subtracted from the total. The squared length of a vector w is |w|2 :=   
s
i=1w2
i + 
d
i=s+1w2
i .W e
will use the symbol Sd to denote the space Rd equipped with some ﬁxed metric s.I fs = 0, we have
the Euclidean metric and the space may be denoted Ed.
For complex space, The squared length of a vector w in Cd is |w|2 :=  iw2
i .N o t eh e r et h a tw e
do not use conjugation, and thus vectors have complex squaredl e n g t h s .( T h eu s eo fc o n j u g a t i o n
would essentially reduce d-dimensional complex rigidity questions to 2d-dimensional Euclidean
questions).
Deﬁnition 2. A graph   is a set of v vertices V ( ) and e edges E( ),w h e r eE( ) is a set of
two-element subsets of V ( ).W ew i l lt y p i c a l l yd r o pt h eg r a p h  from this notation.
For F  { E,S,C},aconﬁguration of the vertices V ( ) of a graph in Fd is a mapping p from
V ( ) to Fd.L e tCFd(V ) be the space of conﬁgurations in Fd.
For p  CFd(V ) with u   V ( ),w ew r i t ep(u)   Fd for the image of u under p.
A framework   =( p, ) of a graph is the pair of a graph and a conﬁguration of its vertices.
CFd( ) is the space of frameworks (p, ) with graph   and conﬁgurations in Fd.
We may also write  (u) for p(u) where   =(p, ) is a framework of the conﬁguration p.
Deﬁnition 3. Two frameworks   and   inCFd( ) are equivalent ifforall{t,u} E we have | (t) 
 (u)|2 = | (t)  (u)|2.
Deﬁnition 4. Two conﬁgurations p and q in CFd(V ) are congruent if for all vertex pairs, {t,u},w e
have |p(t)  p(u)|2 = |q(t) q(u)|2.
Two conﬁgurations p and q inCFd(V ) are strongly congruent if they are related by a translation
composed with an element of the orthogonal group of Fd.
Remark 1. In Ed,t h e r ei sn od i f f e r e n c eb e t w e e nc o n g r u e n c ea n ds t r o n gc o n g r uence. In otherspaces,
though,therecan be some subtledifferences. For thesimplest example, in C2,t h ev e c t o r s(0,0) and
(i,1) both have zero length, but are not related by a complex orthogonal transform. Such non-zero
vectors with zero squared length are called isotropic.T h u sth ef r a m e w o r km a d eu po fas in g lee d g e
connecting a vertex at the origin to a vertex at (i,1) is congruentto theframework withboth vertices
at the origin, but the two frameworks are not strongly congruent.
Fortunately, these differences are easy to avoid; for example, congruence and strong congruence
coincide for points with a d-dimensional afﬁne span. These notions will also coincide when there
are fewer than d+1p o i n t s ,a sl o n ga st h ep o i n t sa r ei na f ﬁ n eg e n e r a lp o s i t i o n .For more details, see
Appendix 10.
We can now, ﬁnally, deﬁne global rigidity and ﬂexibility.
Deﬁnition 5. Af r a m e w o r k    CFd( ) is globally rigid in Fd if, for any other framework    
CFd( ) to which   is equivalent, we also have that   is congruent to  .O t h e r w i s ew es a yt h a t  is
globallyﬂexible in Fd.
Deﬁnition 6. Ac o n ﬁ g u r a t i o np inCFd(V ) is generic if the coordinates do not satisfy any non-zero
algebraic equation with rational coefﬁcients. We call a framework generic if its conﬁguration is
generic. (See Appendix 9 for more background on (semi) algebraic sets and genericity).Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 3
Deﬁnition 7. Ag r a p h  is generically globally rigid (resp. ﬂexible) in Fd if all generic frameworks
inCFd( ) are globally rigid (resp. ﬂexible). These properties are abbreviated GGR and GGF.
Deﬁnition 8. Ap r o p e r t yi sgeneric if,for every graph,either allgeneric frameworks inCFd( ) have
the property or none do. For instance, global rigidity in Ed is a generic property of a graph [7]. So
in this case, if a graph is not GGR, it must be GGF.
3C o m p l e xG e n e r i cG l o b a lR i g i d i t y
Our main theorem in this section is
Theorem 1. Ag r a p h  is generically globallyrigid in Cd iff it is genericallygloballyrigid in Ed.
Remark 2. This fully describes the generic situation for complex frameworks as it is easy to see that
generic global rigidityin Cd is a generic property of a graph.
Recall that a complex algebraically constructible set is a ﬁnite Boolean combination of complex
algebraic sets. Also, an irreducible complex algebraic set V cannot have two disjoint constructible
subsets with the same dimension as V.
Chevalley’s theorem states that the image under a polynomialm a po fac o m p l e xa l g e b r a i c a l l y
constructible set, all deﬁned over Q,i sa l s oac o m p l e xa l g e b r a i c a l l yc o n s t r u c t i b l es e td e ﬁ n e do ver
Q [1, Theorem 1.22]. Chevalley’s theorem allows one to apply elimination,effectively replacing all
quantiﬁers in a Boolean-algebraic expression with algebraic equations and Boolean set operations.
Now, let us assume   is locally rigid in Cd.W ec a np a r t i t i o nCCd( ) such that in each part, Pn
,a l lo ft h ef r a m e w o r k sh a v et h es a m en u m b e r ,n,o fe q u i v a l e n ta n dn o n - c o n g r u e n tf r a m e w o r k s .I n
lightof Chevalley’s theorem, each of theseparts is constructible.And exactly one of them, Pn0,m u s t
be of full dimension. This part contains all of the generic points and represents the generic behavior
of the framework. If n0 = 1t h e nt h eg r a p hi sG G R ,w h i l ei fn0 > 1t h e ni tm u s tb eG G F .
3.1   of Theorem 1
The implication from Complex to Euclidean GGR follows almostd i r e c t l yf r o mt h e i rd e ﬁ n i t i o n s .
For this argument we model each Euclidean framework   in CEd(V ) as a Complex framework  C
in CCd(V ) that happens to have all purely real coordinates. Clearly, for such conﬁgurations, the
complex squared length measurement coincides with the Euclidean metric on real conﬁgurations.
Proof. Let   be a generic framework inCEd( ) and let  C be its corresponding real valued frame-
work inCCd( ).B yo u rd e ﬁ n i t i o n s , C is also generic when thought of as complex framework.
Since   is generically globallyrigidin Cd,  C can have no equivalent and non-congruent frame-
workinCCd( ),a n dt h u si th a sn or e a lv a l u e d ,e q u i v a l e n ta n dn o n - c o n g r u e n tframe workinCCd( ).
Thus   has no equivalent and non-congruent framework inCEd( ).
3.2   of Theorem 1
For the other direction of Theorem 1, we start with a complex version of a theorem by Connelly [4]:4 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Theorem 2. Let   be a generic framework inCCd( ).I f  has a complex equilibrium stress matrix
of rank v d 1,t h e n  is generically globallyrigid in Cd.
Proof. The proof of the complex version of this theorem follows identically to Connelly’s proof of
the Euclidean version. In particular, the proof shows that any framework with the same complex
squared edge lengths as   must be strongly congruent, and thus congruent to it.
(The interested reader can see [4] for the deﬁnition of an equilibriumstress matrix).
Next, we recall a theorem from Gortler, Healy and Thurston [7]
Theorem 3. Let   be a generic framework in CEd( ) with at least d +2 vertices. If   does not
have a real equilibriumstress matrix of rank v d 1,t h e n  is generically globallyﬂexible in Ed.
Moreover, there must be an even number of noncongruent frameworks with the same squared edge
lengths as   in Ed.
And now we can prove this direction of our Theorem.
Proof. From Theorem 2, if   is not generically globally rigid in Cd,t h e r ei sn og e n e r i cf r a m e w o r k
inCCd( ) that has a complex equilibriumstress matrix of rank v d 1. Thus there can be no real
valued and generic framework in CCd( ) with complex equilibriumstress matrix of rank v d 1,
and thus no generic framework in CEd( ) with a complex or real equilibrium stress matrix of rank
v d 1. Thus from Theorem 3,   is generically globallyﬂexible in Ed.
4P s e u d oE u c l i d e a nG e n e r i cG l o b a lR i g i d i t y : R e s u l t s
Our main theorem on pseudo Euclidean generic global rigidityisasfollows:
Theorem 4. For any pseudo Euclidean space Sd,ag r a p h  is generically globallyrigid in Ed iff it
is generically globallyrigid in Sd.
Unfortunatelywe do not know if generic global rigidityis a generic property in Sd.I ti sc o n c e i v -
able that there are some graphs that are not GGR in Sd but that do have some generic frameworks
that are globally rigid in Sd.W el e a v et h i sa sa no p e nq u e s t i o n .W ed oh a v et h ef o l l o w i n gp a rtial
result
Theorem 5. If a graph   is not GGR in Sd and it has a GGR subgraph  0 with d +1 or more
vertices, then   must be GGF in Sd.
5   of Theorem 4
This argument is essentially identical to that of Section 3.1.
Deﬁnition 9. Given a pseudo Euclidean space Sd withsignatures,w em o d e le a c hc o n ﬁ g u r a t i o n   
CSd(V ) as a Complex conﬁgurations  C  CCd(V ) that happens to have the ﬁrst s of its coordinates
purely imaginary and the remaining d s of its coordinates purely real. We call this an s-signature,
real valued complex conﬁguration.W ewillshortenthistosimplyans-valued conﬁguration.
It is easy to verify that for such conﬁgurations, the complex squared length measurement coin-
cides with the metric on Sd.Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 5
And now we can prove this direction of our Theorem.
Proof. Let   be a generic framework in CSd( ).W em o d e lt h i sw i t h C,a ns - v a l u e dc o m p l e x
framework inCCd( ).
 C must be a generic framework in CCd( ).F o rs u p p o s et h e r ei san o n - z e r op o l y n o m i a l C with
rational coefﬁcients, that vanishes on  C.T h e nt h e r ei sap o l y n o m i a l  withcoefﬁcients in Q(i) that
vanishes on the real coordinates of  .L e t ¯   be the polynomial obtained by taking the conjugate of
every coefﬁcient in  ,a n dl e t  :=     ¯  .T h e n  is non zero and vanishes on  .S i n c e  is ﬁxed
by conjugation, it has coefﬁcients in Q.T h i sp o l y n o m i a lw o u l dm a k e  non generic, leading to a
contradiction.
Since   is generically globallyrigidin Ed,f r o mT h e o r e m1i ti sa l s og e n e r i c a l l yg l o b a l l yr i g i di n
Cd.T h u s C can have no equivalent and non-congruent framework in CCd( ),a n dt h u si tc a nh a v e
no s-valued, equivalent and non-congruent framework in CCd( ).T h u s  can have no equivalent
and non-congruent framework inCSd( ).
6   of Theorem 4
Remark 3. For this proof, we cannot apply the same reasoning as section 3.2, as many of the stress
matrix arguments and conclusionsfrom [7] simply do not carryo v e rt op s e u d oE u c l i d e a ns p a c e s .I n -
deed, Jackson and Owen [8] have founda graph, they call G3,t h a ti sG G Fi nE2,b u tf o rw h i c ht h e r e
is always an odd number of equivalent realizations in 2-dimensionalMinkowski space. Moreover, it
is not even clear that for general pseudo Euclidean spaces of dimension 3 or greater, the “number of
equivalent realizations mod 2” is even a generic property.
For this direction, we will show the contrapositive: namely,i ft h e r ei sag e n e r i cE u c l i d e a nf r a m e -
work that is not globally rigid, then there must be a generic framework in Sd that is not globally
rigid. To do this, we will apply a basic construction by Saliola and Whiteley [11] that takes a pair of
equivalent Euclidean frameworks and produces a pair of equivalent frameworks in the desired space
CSd( ).W h i t e l e yr e f e r st ot h i sr e c i p ea sag e n e r a l i z e dP o g o r e l o vm ap [11].
Deﬁnition 10. Let P be the map from pairs of frameworks in CEd( ) to pairs of frameworks in
CSd( ) deﬁned as follows:
Step 1: Let   and   be two frameworks in Ed.T a k et h e i ra v e r a g et oo b t a i na :=
 + 
2 .T a k et h e i r
difference to obtain f :=
   
2 .
Step 2: Let ˜ a be the framework inCSd( ) with the same (real) coordinates of a.L e t ˜ f be deﬁned
by negating the ﬁrst s of the coordinates in f.
Step 3: Finally, set P( , ) :=(˜  , ˜  ) where ˜   := ˜ a+ ˜ f and ˜   := ˜ a  ˜ f.
The Pogorelov map is useful due to the following [11]:
Theorem 6. Let   and   be two equivalent frameworks in CEd( ).T h e nP ( , ) are a pair of
equivalent frameworks in CSd( ).
Proof. Using the notationof Deﬁnition 10 we see the following.
Step 1: From the averaging principal[3], a must be inﬁnitesimally ﬂexible with ﬂex f.
Step 2: ˜ f must be an inﬁnitesimal ﬂex for ˜ a inCSd( ) [10].
Step 3: From the ﬂex-antiﬂex principal [3] (also sometimes called the de-averaging principal), ˜  
must be equivalent to ˜   inCSd( ).6 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Remark 4. It is, perhaps, interesting to note that in our case, the map has the very simple form of
“coordinate swapping”. In particular, it is an easy calculation to see that ˜   will be made up of the
ﬁrst s coordinates of   and the remaining coordinates of  ,w h i l e˜   will be made up of the ﬁrst
s coordinates of   and the remaining coordinates of  .I ti sa l s oa ns i m p l ec a l c u l a t i o nt od i r e c t l y
verify, without using the averaging principle, that coordinate swapping will map pairs of equivalent
Euclidean frameworks to pairs of equivalent frameworks inCSd( ).
Additionally,we can ensure that ˜   is not congruent to ˜  .
Lemma 1. Let   and   be two equivalent frameworks in CEd( ).A n dl e t(˜  , ˜  ) := P( , ).T h e n
  and   are congruent inCEd( ) iff ˜   and ˜   are congruent inCSd( ).
Proof. Congruence between conﬁgurations is the same as equivalenceb e t w e e nc o m p l e t eg r a p h s
over these conﬁgurations. Thus this property must map acrosst h eP o g o r e l o vm a p( w h i c hd o e sn o t
depend on the edge set), and its inverse.
6.1 Genericity
The main (annoyingly) difﬁcult technical issue left is to show that this construction can create a
generic framework in CSd( ) that is globally ﬂexible. A priori, it is conceivable that thei m a g eo f
the Pogorelov map, acting on all pairs of equivalent and non-congruent Euclidean frameworks, can
onlyproduce pseudoEuclidean conﬁgurationsthatlie on somes u b v a r ie tyo fCSd( ).I nth iss e c tio n ,
we rule this possibilityout.
In this discussion, we will assume that  is generically locally rigid (otherwisewe are done), but
that it is not GGR in Ed.
Deﬁnition 11. Let E+ (’E’ for ’equivalent’) be the algebraic subset ofCEd( ) CEd( ) consisting
of pairs of equivalent tuples. Let C+ (’C’ for ’congruent’) be the algebraic subset of CEd( ) 
CEd( ) consisting of pairs of congruent tuples. Let  1 be the projection from a pair of frameworks
onto its ﬁrst factor.
Deﬁnition 12. Since   is not GGR in Ed,d i m ( 1(E+\C+)) = v d and so E+ must have at least
one irreducible component E,w i t hd i m ( 1(E)) = v d and such that it contains at least one tuple of
non-congruentframeworks. We choose one such component and call it E.A sp e rR e m a r k8 ,E must
be deﬁned over some algebraic extension of Q.T h u si fe is generic in E,t h e n 1(e) is a generic
framework inCEd( ).
Lemma 2. Let e :=(  , )   Eb eg e n e r i c .T h e n  is not congruent to  .
Proof. Congruenceis arelationthat can be expressed withpolynomialsover Q.B yo u ra s s u m p t i o n s
on E,t h e s ep o l y n o m i a l sd on o tv a n i s hi d e n t i c a l l yo v e rE.
Lemma 3. The (real) dimension of E is v d +
 d+1
2
 
.M o r e o v e r ,i f( , ) is generic in E, then for
all  c in the congruence class [ ], ( , c) must be in E.
Proof. We will pick a generic e =(  , )   E,a n dl o o ka tt h ed i m e n s i o no ft h eﬁ b e r  1
1 ( ) near
this point e.( B yc o n s i d e r i n go n l yt h i sn e i g h b o r h o o d ,w ec a na v o i dd e a l i ng with any non-smooth
points of E,a n dt h u sc a nv i e wt h i sa sas m o o t hm a pb e t w e e nm a n i f o l d s ) .T h ed i m e n s i o no fE must
be the sum of the dimension of the span of  1(E),w h i c hi sv d,a n dt h ed i m e n s i o no ft h i sﬁ b e r .Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 7
Since e is generic in E,   must be generic in CEd( ).T h u s ,f r o mL e m m a1 1( b e l o w ) ,  must be
locally rigid and with non degenerate afﬁne span. Thus its congruence class has dimension
 d+1
2
 
.
Since e is generic in E,f r o mL e m m a2 4 ,a l ln e a r b yp o i n t si nE+ must, in fact, lie in E.I n
particular, for  c   [ ] and close to  ,t h ep o i n t( , c) must be in E.T h u st h ed i m e n s i o no ft h e
ﬁber in E near e must be
 d+1
2
 
.T h i sg i v e su st h ed e s i r e dd i m e n s i o n .
Moreover, since E is algebraic, for any  c   [ ],t h ep o i n t( , c) must be in E.T h i sf o l l o w s
from the fact that the (Zariski) closure of a subset must be a subset of the closure.
Corollary 1. Let  2 be the projectionof a pair onto its second factor. The (real) dimensionof  2(E)
is v d.And ife isgenericinE,  2(e) is generic inCEd( ).
To study the behavior of P on E,w em o v eo u rd i s c u s s i o no v e rt oc o m p l e xs p a c e .
Deﬁnition 13. Let E+
C be the algebraic subset ofCCd( ) CCd( ) consisting of pairs of equivalent
tuples. Let EC be any component of E+
C that includes E.( T h i sc a nb ed o n ea st h ec o m p l e x i ﬁ c a t i o n
of E must be irreducible - see Deﬁnition 28). From Corollary 2, below, we will also soon see that
there is only one such component.
Lemma 4. The (complex) dimension of EC is v d+
 d+1
2
 
.
Proof. EC includesthecomplexiﬁcationofE (see Deﬁnition28),andsobyassumption,thecomplex
dimension of  1(EC) must be at least v d,a n dt h u sm u s tb ee q u a lt ov d.W ec a nt h e nf o l l o wt h e
proof of Lemma 3 to establish the complex dimension of the generic  1 ﬁbers of EC
Corollary 2. EC is the complexiﬁcation of E. A generic point of E is generic in EC.
Proof. By assumption, EC is irreducible and contains E.M o r e o v e rt h ec o m p l e xd i m e n s i o no fEC
equals the real dimension of E.T h u sEC cannot be larger than the complexiﬁcation of E.G e n e r i c i t y
carries across complexiﬁcation (see Deﬁnition 28).
To study P,w ew i l ll o o ka tac o m p l e xP o g o r e l o vm a pPC,th a te s s e n tia llyr e p r o d u c e sth eb e h a v io r
of P when restricted to real input. In particular, this map will take real valued complex pairs, to s-
valued complex pairs. We deﬁne PC as the composition of some very simple maps.
Deﬁnition 14. Let HC,( aH a a rl i k et r a n s f o r m )b et h ei n v e r t i b l em a pf r o m( C, C),ap a i ro ff r a m e -
works inCCd( ),t ot h ep a i r(
 C+ C
2 ,
 C  C
2 ).
Let SC be the the invertible map that takes (aC, fC),ap a i ro ff r a m e w o r k si nCCd( ),t ot h ep a i r
(˜ aC, ˜ fC),w h e r et h e˜ aC is obtained from aC by multiplying its ﬁrst s coordinates by i,w h i l e ˜ fC is
obtained from fC by multiplyingits ﬁrst s coordinates by  i.
H 1
C (˜ aC, ˜ fC),t h ei n v e r s eH a a rm a p ,i ss i m p l y(˜ aC+ ˜ fC, ˜ aC  ˜ fC).
Given this, PC := H 1
C  SC HC.
This complex Pogorelov map coincides with the real map described above. In particular suppose
  and   are in CEd( ),a n ds u p p o s e C and  C are the corresponding real valued frameworks
in CCd( ).L e t(˜  , ˜  ) := P( , ) and (˜  C, ˜  C) := PC( C, C).T h e n˜  C and ˜  C are the s-valued
complex representations of ˜   and ˜  .
Clearly PC maps E+
C to itself. But a priori, it might map the component EC to some other com-
ponent of E+
C,a n dt h i so t h e rc o m p o n e n tm i g h tp r o j e c tu n d e r 1 and  2 onto a subvariety of (non
generic) frameworks CCd( ).O u rg o a lw i l lb et os h o wt h a tt h i sd o e sn o th a p p e n ;i n s t e a dEC maps
to itself under PC.A st h i sm a pp r e s e r v e r sg e n e r i c i t y ,a n dg e n e r i cp o i n t so fEC project under  1 to
generic frameworks inCCd( ),w ew i l lt h e nb ed o n e .( S e eF i g u r e1 ) .8 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
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Fig. 1: Left: The space of pairs of complex frameworks. (All C subscripts are dropped for clarity). The locus of
equivalent pairs, E+
C,i ss h o w ni ns o l i da n dd o t t e db l a c k .A tl e a s to n ec o m p o n e n t ,EC,s h o w ni ns o l i db l a c k ,h a st h e
property that dim( 1(EC)) = v d.R i g h t :T h es p a c eo fp a i r so fc o m p l e xf r a m e w o r k s .T h ev a r i e t y BC := HC(EC) is
made up of some frameworks and their ﬂexes. (The image under HC of the other components of E+
C is not shown).
The map SC maps BC to itself,and thus the Pogorelovmap is an automorphismof EC.
Deﬁnition 15. Let BC :=( HC(EC)),( ’ B ’f o r’ b u n d l e s ’o fﬂ e x e so v e rf r a m e w o r k s ) .S i n c eBC is iso-
morphic to EC,i tt o om u s tb ea na l g e b r a i cs e t .F o ra n y(aC, fC)   BC,f r o mt h ea v e r a g i n gp r i n c i p l e ,
fC is an inﬁnitesimalﬂex for aC. BC is irreducible(Lemma 22). And if eC is generic in EC, HC(eC)
(from Lemma 25) must be generic in BC.
Lemma 5. Let bC   BC be generic. Let b 
C :=( a 
C, f  
C) be a nearby tuple inCCd( ) CCd( ) such
that f 
C is an inﬁnitesimalﬂex for a 
C.T h e nb  
C   BC.
Proof. The tuple,eC :=H 1
C (bC),isg e n e r icinE.F r o mth eﬂ e x /a n tiﬂ e xp r in c ip a l,(  
C,  
C):=e 
C :=
H 1
C (a 
C, f  
C) must be an equivalentpair of frameworksand thusin E+
C,a n de 
C must be near eC.F r o m
Lemma 24, all nearby points in E+
C must, in fact, lie in EC.T h u se 
C must be in EC,a n df r o mo u r
deﬁnitions, HC(e 
C)=b 
C must be in BC.
Deﬁnition 16. Let (aC, fC)=bC be a pair of framework inCCd( ).O n ec a na p p l ycoordinate scal-
ing to bC by multiplyingone chosen coordinate (outof the d coordinates in Cd)o fa l lt h ev e r t i c e si n
aC by some complex scalar   and the corresponding coordinate in all the vertices in fC by 1/ .
Lemma 6. The set BC is invariant to coordinate scaling.
Proof. Let (aC, fC)=bC   BC be generic. fC is an inﬁnitesimalﬂex for aC.L e tu sa p p l yc o o r d i n a t e
scaling to bC with a scalar   close to 1 and let us denote the result by b 
C =( a 
C, f  
C).L o o k i n ga tt h e
effect of the rigidity matrix, we see that f  
C must be an inﬁnitesimal ﬂex for a 
C,a n df r o mL e m m a5
must be in BC.
This means that BC is invariant to nearly-unit coordinate scaling. Since BC is algebraic, it must
thus be invariant to all coordinate scaling. (This follows from the fact that the (Zariski) closure of a
subset must be a subset of the closure).
Corollary 3. SC is an automorphism of BC.T h u sP C is an automorphism of EC.T h u si fe C   EC is
generic, then PC(eC) is generic in EC and both  1(PC(eC)) and  2(PC(eC)) are generic inCCd( ).
With this we can ﬁnish the proof of this direction of Theorem 4.Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 9
Proof. Assume that   is not GGR in Ed.P i c kag e n e r i c( , )   E (Deﬁnition 12).
From Theorem 6, P( , )= : (˜  , ˜  ) is a pair of equivalent frameworks CSd( ) which are not
congruent from Lemma 2.
Let  C and  C be the real valued complex frameworks corresponding to   and  .F r o mC o r o l -
lary 2, ( C, C) is generic in EC.M e a n w h i l e ,PC( C, C)=(˜  C, ˜  C),w h e r e˜  C is the s-valued,
complex representation of ˜  ,a n d ˜  C is the s-valued, complex representation of ˜  .F r o mC o r o l -
lary 3, ˜  C is generic in CCd( ).T h e r e f o r e˜   must be generic in CSd( ),a n dw ec a nc o n c l u d et h a t
  is not GGR in Sd.
7P r o o fo fT h e o r e m5
We will prove the theorem by ﬁrst showing that the existence ofal a r g ee n o u g hG G Rs u b g r a p h 0 is
sufﬁcient to rule out any “cross-talk” between different real signatures. In particular, if we have an
s-valued framework of 0,t h e n 0 cannot have a congruent framework that is s’-valued where s = s .
Thus, if we have an s-valued framework of  ,t h e n  cannot have an equivalent framework that is
s’-valued where s  = s .W i t hs u c hc r o s st a l kr u l e do u t ,w ew i l lb ea b l et oa p p l ya na l g ebraic degree
argument to show that   is GGF in Sd.
In this section we will model congruence classes of frameworks inCCd(V ) using complex sym-
metric matrices of rank d or less. First we spell out some basic facts about these matrices, and their
relationshipto conﬁgurations, as well as the notions of congruence and equivalence.
Deﬁnition 17. Let G be the set of symmetric v 1b yv 1c o m p l e xm a t r i c e so fr a n kd or less. This
is a determinantal variety which is irreducible.Assuming that v  d+1, G is of complex dimension
v d 
 d+1
2
 
,a n da n yg e n e r i cM   G will have rank d.
For any conﬁguration p CCd(V ) (or framework    CCd( ) )w ea s s o c i a t ei t sg-matrix G(p) 
G as follows. We ﬁrst translate p so its ﬁrst vertex is at the origin. For any two remaining vertices
t,u,w ed e ﬁ n eth ec o r r e s p o n d in gm a tr ixe n tr ya s
G(p)t,u :=
d
 
i=1
p(t)i p(u)i (1)
(This is like a Gram matrix, but there is no conjugation involved). Overloading this notation, if   is
af r a m e w o r kw i t hc o n ﬁ g u r a t i o np,w ed e ﬁ n eG( ) := G(p).
Deﬁnition 18. For any pair {t,u},o fd i s t i n c tv e r t i c e si np,t h e r ei sal i n e a rm a p t,u that computes
the squared lengths between that pair usingthe entries in G(p).I nt h ec a s ew h e r et is theﬁrst vertex
(that was mapped to the origin),we have
 t,u(G(p)) = G(p)u,u (2)
Otherwise, and in general,
 t,u(G(p)) = G(p)t,t +G(p)u,u 2G(p)t,u (3)
Applying this to all pairs of distinct vertices induces a linear map  K from the set G to the set of
symmetric v by v complex matrices with zeros on the diagonal.
Lemma 7. The map  K is injective.10 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Proof. We just need to show that the kernel of  K is0.Let M be amatrixinthe kernelof  K.S ta r tin g
with the ﬁrst vertex at the origin, we ﬁnd from Equation (2) that all of the diagonal entries, Mu,u
must vanish. Then, from Equation (3), all the off diagonal entries of M must vanish as well.
Lemma 8. pi sc o n g r u e n tt oqi f f K(G(p)) =  K(G(q)) and iff G(p)=G(q).
Proof. The ﬁrst relation follows from the deﬁnition of congruence. The second follows from
Lemma 7.
Corollary 4. The map G acting on the quotientCCd(V )/congruence is injective.
Lemma 9. G is the Zariski closure of G(CCd(V )).M o r e o v e r ,i fpi sg e n e r i ci nC Cd(V ),t h e nG(p)
is generic in G.
Proof. Using Corollary 4, a dimension count veriﬁes that the image G(CCd(V )) must hit an open
neighborhoodof G (ie. a subset of full dimension). The results followas G is irreducible.
Equivalence of frameworks can be deﬁned through their g-matrices as well:
Deﬁnition 19. Let  E be the linear mapping from G to Ce deﬁned by applying  t,u to each of the
edges in E( ).
  is equivalent to  ,i f f E(G( )) =  E(G( )).
If   is generic inCCd( ),t h e n( a s s u m i n gv   d+1)  E(G( )) is generic in  E(G).
The following Lemma will be useful when examining the cardinality of a ﬁber of  E.
Lemma 10. Let M be any matrix in G.I f E(M) is real valued, there must be an even number of
non real matrices in   1
E ( E(M)).
Proof.  E is deﬁned over R and thus if M0 is in   1
E ( E(M)),s om u s ti t sc o m p l e xc o n j u g a t eM0.
If such an M0 is not real, then it is not equal to its conjugate.
The following lemma is useful above in the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 11. Let   be generically locally rigid (in Cd). Let   be generic inCCd( ).L e t  be equiv-
alent to  .T h e n  is inﬁnitesimallyrigid.
Proof. If   has less than d+2v e r t i c e sa n di sg e n e r i c a l l yl o c a l l yr i g i d ,i tm u s tb eas i m p lex, and we
are done.
From Corollary 4 and Lemma 9, the set of congruence classes of conﬁgurations has dimension
dim(G),w h i c hi sv d  
 d+1
2
 
.D u et ol o c a lr i g i d i t y ,i t sm e a s u r e m e n ts e t , E(G),h a st h es a m e
dimension.
Similarly, the set of frameworks with a degenerate afﬁne spanm u s tm a pt og - m a t r i c e sw i t hr a n k
no greater than d 1, and thus their measurement set must have dimensionat most v (d 1) 
 d
2
 
.
Thus such degenerate measurements are non generic in  E(G).
Meanwhile, the set of inﬁnitesimally ﬂexible frameworks with non-degenerate span, is non
generic inCCd(V ),a n ds oh a sd im e n s io nn ola r g e rth a nv d 1.Its measurement set has dimension
no larger than v d  1 
 d+1
2
 
.T h u st h ei n ﬁ n i t e s i m a l l yﬂ e x i b l em e a s u r e m e n t sa r en o ng e n e ric in
the measurement set.
Thus a generic   cannot map under the edge squared-length map to any measurement arising
from an inﬁnitesimallyﬂexible framework.Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 11
Ar e a lv a l u e dm a t r i xi nG corresponds with an s-valued conﬁguration. At the heart of this corre-
spondence is Sylvester’s law of inertia.
Law 1 Suppose M is a real valued symmetric matrix of size v 1 and rank d. Suppose that M =
BtDB,w h e r eB is a real non-singularmatrix, and where D is a real diagonalmatrixwith s negative
diagonalentries, d sp o s i t i v ed i a g o n a le n t r i e s ,a n dv 1 dz e r od i a g o n a le n t r i e s .L e tu sc a l lt h e
triple(s,d s,v 1 d) the signature of D.
Then M cannot be written as M = B tD B ,w h e r eB  is real non-singularand D  is real diagonal
with a different signature. Thus we can call (s,d s,v 1 d) the signature of M.
Since every real symmetric matrix has an orthogonaleigen-decomposition,it must have a signa-
ture.
Lemma 12. Suppose some M   G has all real entries and has signature (s,d  s,v 1 d ) for
somes andd  (withd   d).Thereexistsans-valuedconﬁgurationpwithanafﬁnespanofdime ns ion
d  and with G(p)=M.
Proof. By assumption M = BtDB where D has signature (s,d  s,v 1 d ).W l o g ,l e tu sa s s u m e
that the entries in D appear in an order that matches the signature. Let us drop the last v 1 d 
rows of B.L e tu sd i v id eth ejth row of B by
 
|Dj,j| to obtain an d  by v 1m a t r i xP .T h e nw ec a n
write M = P tSP ,w h e r eS is an d  by d  diagonal “signature” matrix with its ﬁrst s diagonal entries
of  1a n dr e m a i n i n gd   s diagonal entries of 1. Since B is non-singular,P  has rank d .
Multiplying the ﬁrst s rows of P  by
 
1, we can write M = PtP.T h ec o l u m n so fP (along with
the origin) then give us the complex coordinates of an s-valued conﬁguration p   CCd(V ) with
G(p)=M.
Remark 5. When d  < d,t h i sd o e sn o tr u l eo u tt h ep o s s i b i l i t yo fo t h e rf r a m e w o r k sw ith a different
dimensional afﬁne span, and different real metric signature. When d  = d,C o r o l l a r y5( b e l o w )w i l l
in fact rule out any other signatures and span dimensions.
Lemma 13. Let p  CCd(V ) be an s-valued conﬁguration,then G(p) is real. If p has an afﬁne span
of dimension d    d, then G(p) has rank no more than d .M o r e o v e r ,i fph a sa na f ﬁ n es p a no f
dimension d, then G(p) has signature (s,d s,v 1 d).
Proof. Since p is s-valued, G(p) can be written in coordinates as P tSP ,w h e r eP  is a d by v 1
real matrix. And S is a diagonal matrix withs entries of  1a n dd s entries of 1. The rank of G(p)
cannot exceed the rank of P  which is d .
If the afﬁne span of p has dimension d,t h e nP  has rank d.S i n c et h er o w so fP  are linearly
independent,we can use thoserows as the ﬁrst d rows of a non singularv 1b yv 1m a t r i xB.W e
can use S as the upper left block of a diagonal matrix D with the rest of the entries zeroed out. Then
we can write M = BtDB givingus the stated signature.
Corollary 5. Let p   CCd(V ) be an s-valued conﬁguration with an afﬁne span of dimension d.L e t
q   CCd(V ) be an s’-valued conﬁguration that is congruent to p. Then q hasa na f ﬁ n es p a no f
dimension d and s = s 
Proof. From Lemma 13, G(p) has signature (s,d s,v 1 d).B yt h ec o n g r u e n c ea s s u m p t i o na n d
Corollary4, , G(p)=G(q).A sG(q) has rank d, q must have an afﬁne span no less than d,a n dt h u s
equal to d.F r o mL e m m a1 3 ,G(q) must have signature (s ,d s ,v 1 d).T h u ss = s .
Now we can establish that when there is a GGR subgraph, the signature of all real matrices in a
ﬁber of  E is ﬁxed.12 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Lemma 14. Let   be a graph and  0 aG G Rs u b g r a p hw i t hv 0 vertices where v0   d +1.L e t  be
an s-valued framework inCCd( ) forsome s, withconﬁguration p.Supposealsothattheafﬁnespan
of the vertices of  0 in p is all of Cd.T h e na l lo ft h er e a lm a t r i c e si nt h eﬁ b e r  1
E ( E(G( ))) must
have signature (s,d s,v 1 d).
Proof. Wlog, let  0 includethe ﬁrst vertex, and let its vertex set be V0.W ed e n o t eb yp0 the conﬁg-
uration p restricted to V0. p0,a sar e s t r i c t i o no fp,i ss - v a l u e d .
Let M be any real matrix in the ﬁber, and let it have signature (s ,d  s ,v 1 d ) for some s 
and d .F r o mL e m m a1 2 ,t h e r em u s tb es o m eq,a ns ’ - v a l u e dc o n ﬁ g u r a t i o n ,w i t hG(q)=M.W h e n
restricted to V0,t h ec o n ﬁ g u r a t i o nq0 must also be s’-valued. Since  0 is complex GGR, p0 must be
congruent to q0.T h e nf r o mC o r o l l a r y5q0 must be s-valued and have afﬁne span of dimension d.
Thuss=s .S in c eq,asasuper -setofq0,m u s th a v ea f ﬁ n es p a no fd im e n s io nd,th e nf r o mL e m m a1 3 ,
M must have signature (s,d s,v 1 d).
Deﬁnition 20. Let V and W be irreducible complex algebraic sets of the same dimension and f :
V   W be a surjective (or just dominant) algebraic map, all deﬁned over k.T h e nt h en u m b e ro f
points in the ﬁber f  1(w) for any generic w  W is a constant. This constant is called the algebraic
degree of f.
With this, we can complete the proof of Theorem 5 by applying a degree argument:
Proof. We will assume   is generically locally rigid,otherwise we are already done.
Let   be generic in CEd( ).F r o mL e m m a1 3G( ) is real with signature (0,d,v 1 d) (ie.
it is PSD). Because of the existence of a GGR subgraph, from Lemma 14, all of the real matrices
in the ﬁber   1
E ( E(G( ))) must have the same signature. From Lemma 13 and Corollary 4, these
matrices are in one to one correspondence with thecongruencec l a s s e s[ i] ofequivalentframeworks
inCEd( ).S i n c e  is not GGR, from Theorem 3, there must be an even number of such classes and
thus an even number of real matrices in the ﬁber.
From Lemma 10, there are an even number of non real matrices in the ﬁber and we see that the
total cardinality of   1
E ( E(G( ))) is even. Since  E(G( )) is generic in the image  E(G),t h i s
means that the algebraic degree of  E must be even.
Now suppose   is generic in CSd( ),w h i c hw em o d e la sag e n e r i cs - v a l u e df r a m e w o r ki n
CCd( ). G( ) is real valued and has signature (s,d  s,v 1 d).F r o mL e m m a1 4a l lo ft h e
real matrices in the ﬁber   1
E ( E(G( ))) must have the same signature (s,d s,v 1 d).
Since G( ) isreal, then so is  E(G( )) so from Lemma 10 there must be an even number of non
real matrices in the ﬁber   1
E ( E(G( ))),a n dt h u sa ne v e nn u m b e ro fr e a lm a t r i c e si nt h eﬁ b e r ,a l l
with signature (s,d s,v 1 d).
From Lemma 13 and Corollary 4, these are in one to one correspondence with the congruence
classes [ i] of equivalent s-valued frameworks inCCd( ).T h u s  is generically globallyﬂexible in
Sd.
Remark 6. The reasoning in the above proof does not hold when   does not have the required GGR
subgraph. In particular, the non-GGR graph G3 of Jackson and Owen [8] generically has an odd
number (namely 45) of equivalent complex realizations in C2.
8E x t e n s i o nt oH y p e r b o l i cS p a c e
Combining ideas from the previous section with results from Connelly and Whiteley [5], we can
transfer the property of generic global rigidityto hyperbolicspace Hd as well.Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 13
       
         
         
             
     
       
               
      
         
      
                          
      
               
                   
               
Fig. 2: Implications between generic global rigidity in various spaces. Black lines show implications proven in this
paper.
Corollary 6. Ag r a p h  is generically globallyrigid in Ed iff it is generically globallyrigid in Hd.
This can be done using the coning operation explored in [5], and the proof is developed below.
Deﬁnition 21. Given a graph   and a new vertex u,t h econed graph    {c} is the graph obtained
starting with  ,a d d i n gt h ev e r t e xc and adding an edge connecting c to each vertex in  .
Theorem 7 (Connelly and Whiteley [5]). Ag r a p h  is generically globallyrigid in Ed iff    {c}
is generically globallyrigid in Ed+1.
(This theorem is proven using an argument about equilibriumstress matrices. See Figure 2).
By modeling spherical d-space within a Euclidean d+1 space, Connellyand Whiteley then show
the equivalence between Euclidean GGR of    {c} and spherical GGR of  .
In a similar manner, one can model hyperbolic space Hd within the d+1 dimensional pseudo
Euclidean space that has one negative coordinate in its signature. We denote this Minkowski space
as Md+1.I np a r t i c u l a r ,w em o d e lHd as the subset of vectors v   Md+1 such that |v|2 =  1u n d e r
the Minkowskimetric, and such that v1 > 0, where v1 is the ﬁrst coordinate of v.F o rt w ov e c t o r sv
and w on this “hyperboliclocus”, their distance in Hd corresponds to the arcosh of their Minkowski
inner product.
8.1 Proof of Corollary  
We begin with a hyperbolic lemma that mirrors a spherical lemma in [5].
Lemma 15. Let   and   be two equivalent and non congruent frameworks of   in Hd,t h e nt h e r e
is a corresponding pair (   
M,   
M) of equivalent and non congruent frameworks of   {c} in Md+1.
Moreover, if   (or  )i sg e n e r i ci nHd,t h e nw ec a nﬁ n dac o r r e s p o n d i n g   
M (or    
M)t h a ti sg e n e r i c
in Md+1.
Proof. Given   and  ,w em o d e lt h e s ea s M and  M,t w of r a m e w o r k so f   {c} in Md+1,w i t h
the cone vertex c at the origin and the rest of the vertices on the hyperbolic locus. For each vertex14 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
t   V ( ),w ep i c kag e n e r i cp o s i t i v es c a l e t and multiplyall of the d+1c o o r d i n a t e so f M(t) and
 M(t) by this  t.L e tu sc a l lt h er e s u l t i n gp a i r ,  
M(t) and   
M(t).A si n[ 5 ] ,  
M(t) and   
M(t) are
equivalent and non congruent in Md+1.B yt r a n s l a t i n gt h e s ef r a m e w o r k sb ys o m eg e n e r i co f f s e t ,w e
obtain the desired pair    
M and    
M.
Proof (Proof of corollary  ). Suppose a graph   is not GGR in Hd then from Lemma 15,    {c}
is not GGR in Md+1.T h e nF r o mT h e o r e m4 ,   {c} is not GGR in Ed+1.T h e nf r o mT h e o r e m7 , 
is not GGR in Ed.S e eF i g u r e2 .
8.2 Proof of Corollary  
In order to prove the other direction we restrict ourselves toM i n k o w s k if r a m e w o r k st h a tc a nb e
moved to the hyperbolic locus using positive scaling.
Deﬁnition 22. We say that a framework   of    {c} in Md+1 is upper coned if for all vertices
t   V ( ),w eh a v e| (t)  (c)|2 < 0a n d( (t)  (c))1 > 0. We say that   is lower coned if for
all vertices t   V ( ),w eh a v e| (t)  (c)|2 < 0a n d( (t)  (c))1 < 0.
The following lemma is the needed partial converse of Lemma 15.
Lemma 16. Let   and   be two equivalent and non congruent frameworks of   {c} in Md+1.A n d
let us also assume that   and   are upper coned. Then there is a corresponding pair ( H, H) of
equivalent and non congruent frameworks of   in Hd.M o r e o v e r ,i f  (or  )i sg e n e r i ci nMd+1,
then  H (or  H)i sg e n e r i ci nHd.
Proof. Given   and  ,w eﬁ r s tt r a n s l a t et h ef r a m e w o r k s ,m o v i n gt h ec o n ev e r t e x ,c,t ot h eo r i g i n
in Md+1.L e tu sc a l lt h er e s u l t i n gp a i r   and   .F o re a c hv e r t e xt   V ( ),w et h e nd i v i d ea l lo f
the d+1c o o r d i n a t e so f  (t) and   (t) by the positive quantity,  | (t)  (c)|2 (which is the same
as  | (t)  (c)|2). Let us call the resulting pair,     and    .D u et oo u ru p p e rc o n e da s s u m p t i o n ,
these vertices all lie on the hyperbolic locus and correspondt oap a i ro ff r a m e w o r k s H and  H of
  in Hd.A si n[ 5 ] ,t h er e s u l t i n gf r a m e w o r k s , H and  H,o f  are equivalent, non congruent, and
generic in Hd.
In order to ultimately get upper coned Minkowski frameworks,w ea l s od e ﬁ n et h ef o l l o w i n g
special framework classes.
Deﬁnition 23. We say that a framework   of    {c} in Ed+1 is spiky if for one vertex t0   V ( ),
we have | (t0)  (c)| > 2a n df o ra l le d g e s(t,u)  E( ),w eh a v e| (t)  (u)| < 1
v.
Deﬁnition 24. We say that a framework   of    {c} in Fd+1 is upper cylindrical if for all vertices
t   V ( ),w eh a v e( (t)  (c))1 > 1a n d 
d+1
i=2 ( (t)  (c))2
i < 1.
Lemma 17. Let   be connected. If a framework   of    {c} in Ed+1 is spiky, then it is congruent
to a framework which is upper cylindrical.
Proof. We can ﬁnd a rotation that moves  (t0)  (c) onto the ﬁrst axis, with a ﬁrst coordinate
greater than 2. Since   is connected, it has diameter no larger than v.F r o mt h et r i a n g l ei n e q u a l i t y ,
all of the coordinates of all of the vertices must satisfy the upper cylindrical conditions.Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 15
Lemma 18. Let   and   be twoupper cylindricalframeworks of   {c}in Ed+1.T h e nth er e s u ltin g
frameworks from the Pogorelov map to Md+1, (˜  , ˜  ) := P( , ),a r eb o t hu p p e rc y l i n d r i c a l .
Proof. This follows from directly the “coordinate swapping” interpretation of the Pogorelov map
from Remark 4.
Lemma 19. If a framework   of    {c} in Md+1 is upper cylindrical, then it is upper coned.
Proof. By deﬁnition, the ﬁrst coordinates of all vertices have the required sign. Moreover, for any
t   V ( ),
| (t)  (c))|2 =  ( (t)  (c)))2
1 +
d+1
 
i=2
( (t)  (c)))2
i < 0. (4)
And thus it is upper coned.
With these simple facts established, we can now apply the machinery from Section 6 to the
problem at hand.
Lemma 20. Let    {c} be generically locally rigid in Ed+1.S u p p o s e   {c} is not GGR in Ed+1,
then    {c} has an pair of generic frameworks in Md+1,t h a ta r ee q u i v a l e n t ,n o nc o n g r u e n t ,a n d
upper coned.
Proof. The proof follows that of Section 6. The only issue is ensuringt h eu p p e rc o n e d - n e s so ft h e
result.
When picking the component E (see Deﬁnition 12) we choose a component of E+ such that E
contains some non-congruent pair, dim( 1(E)) = v d,a n ds u c ht h a t 1(E) contains a framework  
that is spiky.
Since the set of frameworks that are spiky is of dimension v d,a n db ya s s u m p t i o n ,   {c} is
not GGR in Ed+1,a n dt h u sG G Fi nEd+1,t h ep r o j e c t i o n 1(E+\C+) must include a set of spiky
frameworks withdimensionv d.T h u s ,a tl e a s to n ec o m p o n e n tw i t ht h es t a t e dp r o p e r t i e sm u s te x i s t .
We will chose one such component and will call it E.
Pick an e :=(  , )   E in the ﬁber above  .S i n c e  is spiky, and spikiness only depends on
edge lengths,   must be spiky as well. Next, we perturb e in E to get e  =: (  ,  ) that is generic in
E.S i n c es p i k i n e s si sa no p e np r o p e r t y ,f o rs m a l le n o u g hp e r t u rbations, both    and    will still be
spiky.
Since    {c} is generically locally rigid in Ed+1,   must be connected. Thus from Lemma 17,
we can choose an upper cylindrical   c that is congruent to    and an upper cylindrical   c that is
congruent to   .F r o mL e m m a3 ,s i n c ee  is generic in E the point e c :=(   c,  c) must be in E as
well.
Next we perturb e c within E to get e c  =: (  c ,  c ) which is generic in E.S i n c eu p p e rc y l i n -
dricality is an open property, for small enough perturbations, both   c  and   c  will still be upper
cylindrical.
Now when we apply the Pogorelov map, (     c ,    c ) :=P(e c ).A si nt h ep r o o fo fT h e o r e m4 ,     c 
and     c  are equivalent, non congruent and generic frameworks in Md+1.F r o mL e m m a1 8b o t h    c 
and     c  must be upper cylindrical, and from Lemma 19, both     c  and     c  must be upper coned,
Proof (Proof of corollary ¡=). Suppose a graph   is not GGR in Ed then from Theorem 7,    {c}
is not GGR in Ed+1.T h e nf r o mL e m m a2 0 ,   {c} has an pair of generic frameworks in Md+1 that
are equivalent, non congruent, and upper coned. Then from Lemma 16,   is not GGR in Hd.16 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Remark 7. In Section 7 of [5], there is a brief sketch describing how to directlyuse a Pogorelov type
map to equate Euclidean GGR and hyperbolic GGR. That discussion does not go into the details
showing that their construction hitsan open neighborhoodoff r a m e w o r k s( i e .ag e n e r i cf r a m e w o r k ) ,
which is the main technical contributionof our Theorem 4.
8.3 Hyperbolic GGF
Using coning, we can also prove a hyperbolicversion of Theorem 5, namely:
Corollary 7. If a graph   is not GGR in Hd,a n di th a saG G Rs u b g r a p h 0 with d +1 or more
vertices, then   must be GGF in Hd.
Proof. Having established that generic global rigidity transfers between Pseudo Euclidean spaces
and through coning, we know that    {c},i sn o tG G Ri nMd+1.L i k e w i s e ,i th a sac o n e ds u b g r a p h
with at least d+2v e r t i c e s , 0 {c},t h a ti sG G Ri nMd+1.T h u s ,f r o mT h e o r e m5 ,   {c} must be
GGF in Md+1.
Let   be a framework of   in Hd.W em o d e lt h i sa s M,af r a m e w o r ko f   {c} in Md+1,w i t h
the cone vertex c at the origin and the rest of the vertices on the hyperbolic locus. For each vertex
t   V ( ),w ep i c kag e n e r i cp o s i t i v es c a l e t and multiply all of the d+1c o o r d i n a t e so f M(t) by
this  t.L e tu sc a l lt h er e s u l t i n gf r a m e w o r k  
M(t).B yt r a n s l a t i n gt h i sf r a m e w o r k sb ys o m eg e n e r i c
offset, we obtain   
M,ag e n e r i cf r a m e w o r ko ft h ec o n e dg r a p hi nMd+1.S i n c et h e t are all positive,
   
M must be upper coned.
Since    {c} is GGF in Md+1,    
M must have an equivalent and non-congruent framework,    
M.
From Lemma 21 (below), we can choose    
M to be upper coned. Then from Lemma 16, there must
be a framework,  ,o f  in Hd,t h a ti se q u i v a l e n ta n dn o nc o n g r u e n tt o .
Lemma 21. Let   be a connected graph. Let ( , ) be a pair of equivalent frameworks of    {c}
in Md+1.L e tu sa l s oa s s u m et h a t  is ingeneral position.If   is upper coned, then either   is upper
coned or it is lower coned.
Proof. Let t and u be twovertices ofV ( ) thatare connected byan edge in .A l o n gw i t ht h ee d g e s
{t,c} and {u,c},t h i sd e ﬁ n e sat r i a n g l eT,w h i c hi sas u b g r a p ho f   {c}.S i n c e  is equivalent to
 ,t h e s ef r a m e w o r k sw h e nr e s t r i c t e dt oT,m u s tb e ,b yd e ﬁ n i t i o n ,c o n g r u e n t .
Since   is in general position, from Corollary 8 these two frameworkso fT must be strongly
congruent. Thus, there is an orthogonal transform of Md+1 mapping ( (t)  (c)) to ( (t)  (c))
and mapping ( (u)  (c)) to ( (u)  (c)).A no r t h o g o n a lt r a n s f o r me i t h e rm a p st h ee n t i r eu p p e r
cone to the upper cone, or it maps the entire upper cone to the lower cone. Since   is connected, this
makes   either upper coned or lower coned. (Moreover, by negating allo ft h ec o o r d i n a t e si n  we
can always obtain an upper coned equivalent framework).
9A l g e b r a i cG e o m e t r yB a c k g r o u n d
We start with some preliminaries from real and complex algebraic geometry, somewhat specialized
to our particular case. For a general reference, see, for instance, the book by Bochnak, Coste, and
Roy [2]. Much of this is adapted from [7].Generic Global Rigidity in Complex and Pseudo-EuclideanSpaces 17
Deﬁnition 25. An afﬁne, real (resp. complex) algebraic set or variety V deﬁned over a ﬁeld k con-
tained in R (resp. C)i sas u b s e to fRn (resp Cn)t h a ti sd e ﬁ n e db yas e to fa l g e b r a i ce q u a t i o n sw i t h
coefﬁcients in k.
An algebraic set is closed in the Euclidean topology.
An algebraic set is irreducible if it is not the union of two proper algebraic subsets deﬁned over
R (resp C). Any reducible algebraic setV can be uniquely described as the union of a ﬁnite number
of maximal irreducible subsets called the components ofV.
Ar e a l( r e s p .c o m p l e x )a l g e b r a i cs e th a sar e a l( r e s p .c o m p l e x) dimension dim(V),w h i c hw ew i l l
deﬁne as the largest t for which there is an open subset of V,i nt h eE u c l i d e a nt o p o l o g y ,t h a ti s
isomorphic to Rt (resp. Ct). Any algebraic subset of an irreducible algebraic set must be of strictly
lower dimension.
Ap o i n tx of an irreducible algebraic set V is smooth (in the differential geometric sense) if it has
an e i g h b o r h o o dt h a ti ss m o o t h l yi s o m o r p h i ct oRdim(V) (resp. Cdim(V)). (Note that in a real variety,
theremay bepointswithneighborhoodsisomorphictoRn forsome n<dim(V);w ew illnotc ons ide r
these points to be smooth.)
Deﬁnition 26. Let k be a subﬁeld of R.Asemi-algebraic set S deﬁned over k is a subset of Rn
deﬁned by algebraic equalities and inequalities with coefﬁcients in k;a l t e r n a t i v e l y ,i ti st h ei m a g e
of a real algebraic set (deﬁned only by equalities) under an algebraic map with coefﬁcients in k.A
semi-algebraic set has a well deﬁned (maximal) dimensiont.
The real Zariski closure of S is the smallest real algebraic set deﬁned over R containing it.
(Loosely speaking, we can get an algebraic set by keeping all algebraic equalities and dropping
the inequalities. We may need to enlarge the ﬁeld to cut out thes m a l l e s ta l g e b r a i cs e tc o n t a i n i n gS
but a ﬁnite extension will always sufﬁce.)
We call Si r r e d u c i b l eif its real Zariski closure is irreducible. An irreduciblesemi-algebraic set S
has the same real dimension as its real Zariski closure.
Ap o i n to nS is smooth if it has a neighborhoodin S smoothly isomorphic to Rdim(S).
Lemma 22. The image of an irreducible real algebraic or semi-algebraics e tu n d e rap o l y n o m i a l
map is an irreducible semi-algebraicset. The imageof an irreducible complex algebraicset under a
polynomialmapisanirreduciblecomplex algebraicset, possiblywitha ﬁnitenumberofsubvarieties
cut out from it.
We next deﬁne genericity in larger generality and give some basic properties.
Deﬁnition 27. Ap o i n ti na( s e m i - ) a l g e b r a i cs e tV deﬁned over k is generic if its coordinates do not
satisfy any algebraic equation with coefﬁcients in k besides those that are satisﬁed by every point
onV.
Almost every point in an irreducible (semi) algebraic set V is generic.
Remark 8. Note that the deﬁning ﬁeld might change when we take the real Zariski closure V of a
semi-algebraic set S.F o re x a m p l e ,i nR1,t h es i n g l ep o i n t
 
2c a nb ed e s c r i b e du s i n ge q u a l i t i e sa n d
inequalities with coefﬁcients in Q,a n dt h u si ti ss e m i - a l g e b r a i ca n dd e ﬁ n e do v e rQ.B u ta sar e a l
variety, the deﬁning equation for this single-point varietyr e q u i r e sc o o r d i n a t e si nQ(
 
2).I n d e e d ,
thesmallest variety that contains thepoint
 
2a n dt h a ti sd e ﬁ n e do v e rQ must also include the point
 
 
2. However, this complication does not matter for the purposes of genericity.
Speciﬁcally, if k is a ﬁnite algebraic extension of Q and x is a generic point in an irreducible
semi-algebraic set S deﬁned over k,t h e nx is also generic inV,t h er e a lZ a r i s k ic l o s u r eo fS,d e ﬁ n e d
over an appropriate ﬁeld. This follows from a three step argument. First, a dimensionality argument
shows that V must be a component of V+
k ,t h es m a l l e s tr e a la l g e b r a i cv a r i e t yt h a ti sd e ﬁ n e do v e rk18 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
and contains S.S e c o n d ,i ti sas t a n d a r da l g e b r a i cf a c tt h a ti far e a l( r e s p .complex) variety W+ is
deﬁned over k,as u b ﬁ e l do fR (resp. C), then any of its components is deﬁned over some ﬁeld k ,a
subﬁeld of R (resp. C), which is a ﬁnite extension of k.F i n a l l y ,f r o mL e m m a2 3( b e l o w ) ,a n yn o n
generic point x  V (ie. satisfying some algebraic equation with coefﬁcients in k )m u s ta l s os a t i s f y
some algebraic equation with coefﬁcients in k (or even Q)t h a ti sn o n - z e r oo v e rV.
Lemma 23. Let k  be some algebraic extension of Q.L e tVb ea ni r r e d u c i b l ea l g e b r a i cs e td e ﬁ n e d
overk .Supposeapointx Vs a t i s ﬁ e sa na l g e b r a i ce q u a t i o n  withcoefﬁcientsink  thatisnon-zero
over V, then x must also satisfy some algebraic equation   with coefﬁcients in Q that is non-zero
over V.
Proof. Let H be the Galois group of the (normal closure of) k  over Q.F o rhi   H,d e n o t ehi( )
to be the polynomial where hi is applied to each coefﬁcient in  .L e tA be the (possibly empty)
“annihilating set”, such that  hi   A, hi( ) vanishes identically over V.
Let
   :=   +  
hi A
 ihi( ) (5)
(Where the  i   Q are simply an additional set of blending weights ).
   has the followingproperties:
•   (x)=0.
• (For almost every  ), for any h   H, h(  ) does not vanishidenticallyoverV.T h i sf o l l o w ss i n c e
h(  ) is made up of a sum of |A|+1p o l y n o m i a l s ,w h e r en om o r et h a n|A| of them can vanish
identicallyover V.U n d e ra l m o s ta n yb l e n d i n gw e i g h t s ,t h e i rs u mw i l ln o tc a n c e l .
Let
  :=  
hi H
hi(  ) (6)
  has the followingproperties:
•  (x)=0.
•   does not vanish over V.
• h( )= .T h u s  has coefﬁcients in the ﬁxed ﬁeld, Q.
The following propositionsare standard [7]:
Proposition 1. Every generic point of a (semi-)algebraic set is smooth.
Lemma 24. Let V+ be a (semi) algebraic set, not necessarily irreducible, deﬁned over k.L e tVb e
ac o m p o n e n to fV +.L e txb eg e n e r i ci nV .T h e nxd o e sn o tl i eo na n yo t h e rc o m p o n e n to fV +.
Moreover, any point x   V+ that is sufﬁcientlyclose to x cannot lie on any other component ofV+.
Proof. As per Remark 8 any component must be deﬁned over an algebraic extension of k.T h e
deﬁning equations of any other component would produce an equation obstructing the genericity
of x in V.S i n c eav a r i e t yi sac l o s e ds e ti nt h eE u c l i d e a nt o p o l o g y ,n oother component of V+ can
approach x.
Lemma 25. LetV andW be (semi) algebraic sets withV irreducible, and letf:V  Wb eas u r j e c -
tive(orjustdominant)algebraicmap(ie.where each ofthecoordinatesof f(x) isasomepolynomial
expression in the coordinates of x), all deﬁned over k.T h e ni fx  Vi sg e n e r i c ,f(x) is generic in-
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Deﬁnition 28. The complexiﬁcation V  of a real varietyV is the smallest complex variety that con-
tains V [12]. The complex dimension of V  is equal to the real dimension of V.I fV is irreducible,
then so isV .I fV is deﬁned over k,s oi sV .Ag e n e r i cp o i n ti nV is also generic inV .
10 Congruence
The following material is standard and is included here for completeness. This presentation is
adapted from [6,9].
In all discussions in this section, we will assume that we have ﬁrst translated any conﬁguration,
say p   CCd(V ) so that its ﬁrst vertex lies at the origin. We then treat the rest of the vertices as
vectors in Cd,a n dc a l lt h e mt h evectors of p.
Deﬁnition 29. We deﬁne the symmetric bilinear form  (v,w) over pairs of vectors, {v,w} in Cd as
 (v,w) := VtW where V is the d by 1 (canonical) coordinate vector of v.( N oc o n j u g a t i o ni su s e d
here). If O is an orthogonaltransformation on Cd,w eh a v e (v,w)= (O(v),O(w)).
  is non degenerate: there is no non-zero vector, v,s u c ht h a t (v,w)=0f o ra l lw   Cd.
The squared length of a vector v is simply  (v,v)
With this notation, the v 1b yv 1g - m a t r i xh a se n t r i e sG(p)t,u =  (
   
p(t),
   
p(u)).
For the case of the pseudo Euclidean space Sd we deﬁne  (v,w) := VtSW,w h e r eS is the d
by d diagonal “signature matrix” having its ﬁrst s diagonal entries  1, and the remaining diagonal
entries 1.
Lemma 26. Let p0 be a conﬁguration of d+1 points in Cd,w i t ha f ﬁ n es p a no fd i m e n s i o nd .T h e n
G(p0) has rank d. The same is true in a pseudo Euclidean space Sd.
Proof. The matrix G(p0) represents the form  ,o v e ra llo fCd,e x p r e s s e di nt h eb a s i sd e ﬁ n e db yt h e
vectors of p0.S i n c e  is a non-degenerate form, G(p0) must have rank d.
Lemma 27. Let p0 and q0 be two congruent conﬁgurations of a+1 points in Cd,b o t hw i t ha f ﬁ n e
span of dimension a. Then p0 is strongly congruent to q0.T h es a m ei st r u ei nap s e u d oE u c l i d e a n
space Sd.
Proof. Since the vectors of p0 and q0 are in general linear position, we can ﬁnd an invertible linear
transform O0 such that, for all of the vectors of p0 and q0,i n d e x e db yav e r t e xt,w eh a v e
   
q(t)=
O0(
   
p(t)).( T h ea c t i o no fO0 is uniquelydeﬁned between span(p0) and span(q0),t h ea - d i m e n s i o n a l
linear spaces spanned by the vectors of p0 and the vectors of q0.)
The matrix G(p0) represents the form  ,r e s tr ic te dtospan(p0),e x p r e s s e di nt h eb a s i sd e ﬁ n e db y
thevectors of p0,w h i l eG(q0) represents  ,r e s t r i c t e dt ospan(q0),e x p r e s s e di nt h eb a s i sd e ﬁ n e db y
thevectors ofq0,S i n c eG(p0)=G(q0),th em a pO0 must act as an isometry between all of span(p0)
and span(q0).
Ifa=d weare done.Otherwise,fromWitt’stheorem(see [9]),theisometricactionofO0 between
span(p0) and span(q0) can be can be extended to an isometry, O,a c t i n go na l lo fCd.T h u sp0 and
q0 must be strongly congruent.
Lemma 28. Let p and q be two congruent conﬁgurations of v points in Cd,b o t hw i t ha f ﬁ n es p a n
of dimension a. Suppose also that G(p)=G(q) has rank a. Then p is strongly congruent to q. The
same is true in a pseudo Euclidean space Sd.20 StevenJ. Gortlerand Dylan P. Thurston
Proof. Since G(p) has rank a,itmustha v esomea bya non-singularprincipalsubmatrix,associated
witha subset of a vertices. The vertices in this subset must have a linear span of dimensiona in both
p and q.W ed e n o teb yp0 theconﬁguration p restricted to the a+1v e r t i c e sc o m p r i s e do ft h i ss u b s e t
together with the ﬁrst vertex (at the origin). And likewise for q0.F r o mL e m m a2 7t h e r em u s tb ea n
isometry O of Cd,s u c ht h a tf o ra n yv e r t e xt in p0,w eh a v e
   
q0(t)=O(
   
p0(t)).
For any vertex u   V ,b yo u ra s s u m p t i o no nt h ed i m e n s i o no ft h ea f ﬁ n es p a no fp and q,w eh a v e
   
p(u)   span(p0) and
   
q(u)   span(q0).S i n c eG(p0)=G(q0) is invertible, the coordinates of
   
p(u)
with respect to the basis p0,c a nb ed e t e r m i n e df r o mt h ea p p r o p r i a t ee n t r i e si nG(p).L i k e w i s e ,t h e
coordinates of
   
q(u) with respect to the basis q0,c a nb ed e t e r m i n e df r o mG(q).S i n c eG(p)=G(q)
these coordinates must be the same. Thus
   
q(u)=O(
   
q(u)),a n dp and q are strongly congruent.
Corollary 8. Let p and q be two congruent conﬁgurations of v   d+1 points in Cd,b o t hw i t had -
dimensional afﬁne span. Then p is strongly congruent to q. If v < d+1,a n dpa n dqa r ei ng e n e r a l
position, then p is strongly congruent to q.
The same is true in a pseudo Euclidean space Sd.
Proof. For the ﬁrst statement, we can pick d vertices, together with the ﬁrst vertex at the origin,
to form a subset of size d +1, that has a linear span of dimension d in p.W ed e n o t eb yp0 the
conﬁguration prestrictedtothissubset.From Lemma 26,theprincipalsubmatrix of G(p)associated
with this basis must have rank d.T h er e s u l tt h e nf o l l o w sf r o mL e m m a2 8 .
Ifv d+1a ndthepointsa reinge ne ra lpos ition,the nthere s ultfollowsdirectlyfrom Lemma 27.
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